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Elephant and Friends

Chotu is an elephant.
He is sad.

 Oh, no! You are too big! 
You cannot swing 
from trees like me.

He sees a monkey on a tree.

Will you be 
my friend?

Join the dots and colour the picture.

Let’s Begin

I want to play 
with some

friends.
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Where are you 
going?

A tiger is 
chasing us. 

Hide quickly!

Then, Chotu meets a rabbit.

Chotu sees a frog. Chotu is very sad. No one 
wants to play with him. 
The next day, he sees all the 
animals running away from 
the forest.

Will you be 
my friend?

No you are too big. 
You can't play 
in my burrow.

 

Will you be 
my friend?

 No! 
You can't 

leap into the 
water like me.
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The tiger is scared 
and he runs away!

Slowly, all the animals come back. 

Thank you, 
Chotu!

Thank you!

Thank you!

Now Chotu has many friends. 

Thank you!

HA! HA!

A few minutes later, 
the tiger comes that way.

Grrr… Get out 
of my way, you 
big elephant!

Leave the 
animals in this 
forest alone!
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A. Answer these questions.

1. Who is Chotu?

2. Why are the animals running away from the forest?

3. What does Chotu say to the tiger?

B. Say if these statements are true ( ) or not true ( ).T NT

1. Chotu was sad because he did not have friends.

2. The monkey said he would be Chotu’s friend.

3. Chotu was too big to play in the rabbit’s burrow.

4. Chotu was scared of the tiger.

5. The animals thanked Chotu for helping them.

Why do the monkey, the rabbit and the frog tell Chotu 
they cannot play with him? Discuss with your teacher.

Let’s Understand

Let’s Think

Let’s Learn Grammar

Read these words from the story.

v animal        v monkey        v forest        v tree

These are . We call them . Nouns are naming words nouns
the names we use to refer to a person, place, animal 
or thing.

v person à woman; man; boy; girl

v place à city; house; room; school

naming words
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v animal à tiger; mouse; eagle; ant

v thing à bag; jam; skirt; pen

A. Write  for person;  for place;  for animal orP PL A
 for thing next to each picture.T

bottle shop

1. 2.

4.

3.

fox

5.

butterflyegg park

6.

mother

7.

crow

9.

chair

8.
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B. Choose the correct naming word from the box. Write 
it in the space below the picture.

3. 4.2.1.

5. 6. 7. 8.

In India, people worship and 
care for elephants. Elephants 
are found in many temples. 
They take part in prayers and 
bless people who come to pray. 

elephants at a temple 
festival in Kerala

tomato          baby            parrot          car

horse            doctor          street          sun 

Know Your Heritage
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a  elephant                    big a  car                                  red       a  matwet

Look at these pictures.

Here, the words ,  and  are . big red wet describing words

a __________ bus __________ children

2. 3.

a __________ cakeround

a ____________ pot

4.

a ____________ tree

5.

1.

hot        round          big          tall          happy

describing wordsLet’s Use Words

Use the correct words from the box to complete the 
phrases.
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Listen to some animal friends talk to you. As you listen, 
look at these pictures and circle the correct animal. 
Say what animal it is.

In the story, the animals will not be friends with Chotu 
the Elephant because he is different from them. 

Is this the correct way to behave?

We should be friendly with everyone. We should not treat people 
badly just because they look different from us.

Let’s Listen while-listening task

Know Your Values being friendly

FA
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Match the words in column A with the words in column 
B. Then, write the sentences in your notebook.

Good morning,
Teacher! 

Read these conversations.

Now, practise greeting each other.

Good morning, 
Aparna!

greetingLet’s Speak

matching parts of a sentenceLet’s Write

              A                    B

1. Chotu is a. thank Chotu.

2. He is sad because b. to play with Chotu.

3. No one wants c. the tiger run away.

4. Chotu makes d. an elephant.

5. The animals  e. he does not have any friends.

Hello, Rahul. Hi, Bharat!

FA


